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ABSTRACT: Room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are a
class of organic salts that are liquid at room temperature.
Their physiochemical properties, including low vapor pressure
and wide electrochemical stability window, have driven their
use as electrolytes in many electrochemical applications;
however, the slow transport properties of many RTILs have
limited their utility in some applications. This issue is often
mitigated by solvating ionic liquids in neutral organic solvents.
To date, however, solvent interactions have only been
explored for a small number of solvents, particularly
acetonitrile and propylene carbonate, at only a few
compositions. In this work, we use molecular dynamics
simulations in the context of a computational screening approach to study mixtures of ionic liquids in many diﬀerent solvents at
a range of concentrations. Building on prior work, we again ﬁnd that ionic liquid diﬀusivity increases monotonically with greater
solvent concentration. In contrast to prior work, we ﬁnd that pure solvent diﬀusivity, not polarity, is the most inﬂuential solvent
property on mixture behavior. We also explore the concentration dependence of ionic conductivity and ﬁnd maxima at
intermediate concentrations. Experimental conductivity measurements, inspired by the computational screening study, support
this observation with qualitatively consistent results. These results can further guide the selection of solvents for electrochemical
applications of RTILs.

■

INTRODUCTION
Room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are organic salts that
are liquid near ambient conditions.1−3 Unlike conventional
electrolytes, their existence in the liquid state at low
temperatures, as so-called “neat ionic liquids,” does not require
solvation in another species. They are remarkably stable over a
range of physical properties, exhibiting negligible vapor
pressure near ambient conditions,4−6 a much larger voltage
window than conventional aqueous and organic electrolytes,7−10 and favorable thermal and chemical stability in
normal operating conditions. This set of physical properties
drives their utility in many electrochemical,11−13 biochemical,
catalytic,14−16 and engineering17 applications in both academia
and industry.18−20
An emerging application of ionic liquids is as electrolytes in
electric double-layer capacitors (EDLCs), also known as
supercapacitors. EDLCs are energy storage devices that
operate by storing charge in the electric double layer. Unlike
batteries, which use redox reactions to store charge, the
underlying physical phenomenon in EDLCs is the adsorption
of ions at the interface of a charged electrode. This mechanism
is non-faradaic and thus lacks the kinetic limitations imposed
by redox chemistry. At the level of device performance, EDLCs
© 2019 American Chemical Society

exhibit greater power density and lower energy density than
batteries. Eﬀorts taken to increase the energy density of
supercapacitors include using high-surface area carbon-based
porous materials21−23 such as graphene and its derivatives,24,25
activated carbons,26−28 and carbide-derived carbons.29−32 The
use of ionic liquids as electrolytes constitutes another
promising approach. The relationship between energy density
(E), capacitance (C), and operating potential window (V) is
quadratic in V33
E=

1 2
CV
2

(1)

Therefore, using electrolytes that are stable over wider
potential windows can greatly increase energy density,
independent of the capacitance of the device. Ionic liquids
have remarkably wide windows, sometimes exceeding 4 V7,9,34
in operating conditions or even35 6 V in lab conditions. This is
a notable increase over aqueous electrolytes (1.2 V), despite
generally exhibiting a smaller speciﬁc capacitance.36
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experimental results should always guide the progress in our
fundamental understanding of these interactions, computational techniques exhibit extraordinary utility in elucidating
eﬀects not accessible in experiments. An integral technique in
this eﬀort has been molecular dynamics simulations47 due to
its atomistic resolution, relatively accurate descriptions of most
intermolecular interactions, and ability to characterize
structural, dynamical, and thermodynamic properties (though
simultaneously accurate description of diverse properties is not
guaranteed).
Altogether, solvation of ionic liquids in organic solvents can
be used to design supercapacitors with high power density and
energy density. To date, however, relationships between
solvent properties and device performance are poorly understood, largely due to scope limitations. Most studies28,48 select
acetonitrile or a carbonate-based solvent such as propylene
carbonate, and comparatively little work has been carried out
to explore novel solvents49,50 or understand connections
between solvent characteristics, electrolyte properties, and
device performance. In this study, we aim to explore this
relationship using a screening approach. We consider only one
ionic liquid, 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(triﬂuoromethanesulfonyl)imide ([BMIM+][Tf2N−]), but 22
unique (neutral) solvents (vide infra). Future studies, perhaps
guided by enhancements in computational performance, may
evaluate a greater set of ionic liquids as well.

There are, however, drawbacks associated with using ionic
liquids as electrolytes, chief among them is their slow transport
properties. Broadly, ionic liquids exhibit much lower molecular
diﬀusivity, higher shear viscosity, and lower ionic conductivity
than comparable aqueous electrolytes, sometimes orders of
magnitude diﬀerent. These slow bulk transport properties lead
to decreased device performance, particularly decreased power
density and rate handling capability. One approach to
mitigating these slow dynamics is by solvating ionic liquids
in organic solvents such as acetonitrile and propylene
carbonate. This solvation signiﬁcantly enhances transport
properties, thus increasing power density. Energy density can
be impacted by a narrowed electrochemical window, but
various studies indicate that the voltage window is still wide
sometimes even as wide as the neat ionic liquids themselves
but consistently much wider than aqueous electrolytes.9,34,37,38
Pech et al. compared four diﬀerent supercapacitor designs,
each using a solvated RTIL and a diﬀerent electrode, and
found that they exhibited three to ﬁve orders of magnitude
greater power density than Li-ion batteries, with varied energy
density performance.39 Lewandowski et al. studied four ionic
liquids solvated in acetonitrile and propylene carbonate and
found that, compared to their neat state, they exhibited slightly
decreased energy density (5−30% less) but greatly increased
power density, up to an order of magnitude increase.28 Other
studies9,40 have oﬀered similar comparisons of the dynamic
performance of supercapacitors based on neat and solvated
RTILs, again showing that solvation greatly increases power
density.
The portion of chemical space encompassed by systems
containing ionic liquids is vast and largely unexplored. The
number of neat ionic liquidsthose with one cation, one
anion, and no other componentswas estimated on the order
of billions almost two decades ago41 and estimates of as high as
1018 have been suggested.2 Consideration of mixtures of ionic
liquids with other ionic liquids or solvents grows this ﬁgure by
many orders of magnitude.2 Unsurprisingly, most existing
literature, even review papers, covers an extremely small subset
of this space. For example, most cations studied in the
literature are based on 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazoliums. This
scale necessitates computational approaches; even modest
ventures into this space are not feasible to do with experiments
alone. Synthesis at high purities can be diﬃcult for novel ionic
liquids, and only a small fraction of possible ionic liquids have
been synthesized. Additionally, the amount of characterization
necessary to understand their structure, dynamics, and
thermodynamics via experiments is virtually intractable.
Computational screening can provide preliminary searches
through this space, providing predictions of molecular and
macroscopic physical properties that experiments can later
examine. Eﬀorts in this direction have already begun.42−46
Self-interactions in ionic liquids are understood as the sum
of many complex interactions, ranging from strong electrostatic
and dispersive interactions to more subtle, but equally
important and more complex interactions such as hydrogen
bonding, polar, and π−π stacking eﬀects. Decades of research
employing rigorous and diverse experimental and simulation
techniques have enhanced our understanding of these eﬀects
for particular systems, such as few commonly studied ionic
liquids, but the picture rapidly becomes more complex when
considering other relevant eﬀects, such as ﬂuid−solid
interactions in interfacial and conﬁned systems or ﬂuid−ﬂuid
interactions with solvents or other ionic liquids. While

■

METHODS
Computational Screening via Molecular Simulation
Design Framework. This study employs the Molecular
Simulation Design Framework (MoSDeF) suite of software
tools51 designed to automate the screening of soft matter
systems. The workﬂow is comprised of four primary steps,
detailed below, which include components of the MoSDeF
software suite and extensions of it. First, systems are initialized
with mBuild,52 which places ionic liquid and solvent molecules
in a simulation box at random positions without overlapping.
This particular mBuild function makes use of PACKMOL.53
Force ﬁelds, including all intermolecular and intramolecular
interactions, are then applied with foyer, the atom-typing tool
in MoSDeF. With all necessary inputs generated, all
simulations are run and managed with the signac framework,54,55 following processes that are detailed below. Lastly,
analyses are carried out with various open source tools, heavily
relying on MDTraj56 and packages in the SciPy ecosystem.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations. Ionic liquid interactions were described using the CL&P force ﬁeld of Canongia
Lopes and Pádua57−59 with partial charges scaled by a factor of
0.8. Despite some well-documented shortcomings,47,60−62 it
largely reproduces the structural and, with appropriate scaling
of partial charges, transport properties of neat ionic liquids.
Further, it is currently the most general force ﬁeld available for
ionic liquids and therefore the most appropriate selection for
screening studies. Its parameters are heavily based on the allatom optimized potential for liquid system force ﬁeld (OPLSAA) of Jorgensen et al.,63−67 which is one of the most general
and widely used force ﬁelds used to describe molecular liquids.
Both force ﬁelds employ 12−6 Lennard-Jones pair potentials,
harmonic bonds and angles, and a cosine series for proper and
improper dihedrals. CL&P was designed to be able to be
compatible with existing OPLS-AA parameters, using the same
combining rules and 1−4 scaling factors in addition to directly
adopting many speciﬁc parameters. These features have been
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Table 1. Solvents Used in This Study
nitriles

alcohols

halocarbons

carbonyls

glymes

acetonitrile
butyronitrile
adiponitrile
benzonitrile

methanol
ethanol
butanol
octanol

dichloromethane
1,2-dichloroethane
chlorobenzene

ethylene carbonate
propylene carbonate
acetone
cyclohexanone
dimethylsulfoxide
N,N-dimethylformamide
dimethylacetamide

tetrahydrofuran
glyme
diglyme
1,4-dioxane

cm−1. Conductivity was taken as the real part of the 10 kHz
data point in the impedance measurements recorded on a SP200 Biologic potentiostat.

exploited in prior studies.68−70 We also take advantage of these
features and describe solvent molecules with the OPLS-AA
force ﬁeld.
All simulations were performed with GROMACS 5.1.4.71−75
After systems are initialized with mBuild and atom-typed with
foyer, energy minimization simulations were conducted to
avoid energetic clashes arising from unfavorable initial
conﬁgurations. This proceeded using 2000 steps of the
steepest descent algorithm. The remaining simulations were
all molecular dynamics simulations, in which, unless otherwise
noted, similar parameters were used throughout. Electrostatics
were treated with the particle mesh Ewald method, employing
a real-space cut oﬀ of 1.1 nm and in the inverse space, a
minimum grid spacing of 0.16 nm. Nonbonded van der Waals
interactions were also truncated at 1.1 nm. The v-rescale
thermostat and, in the case of NPT simulations, the
Parrinello−Rahman barostat were used to keep systems at a
reference state of 1 bar and 300 K. A timestep of 1 fs was used
and all bonds were constrained using the LINCS algorithm.
First, to further relax systems out of unfavorable initial
conﬁgurations, a 100 ps NVT simulation was performed.
Then, to drive systems toward equilibrium liquid densities and
not explode into a gaseous state, a 1 ns NPT simulation was
performed at a reference pressure of 10 bar and followed up by
a similar simulation with a reference pressure of 1 bar. Then,
systems were further equilibrated in the NVT ensemble for 10
ns. Finally, systems were sampled for 30 ns in the NPT
ensemble, writing conﬁgurations every 1.5 ps. In these
sampling runs, the timestep was increased to 1.5 fs and longrange dispersion corrections were applied for energy and
pressure.
Selection of Solvents. We seek a set of solvents,
consisting of common organic solvents, those with utility in
electrochemistry, and simple molecules that can be used to
more broadly investigate the interactions that govern solvent−
RTIL mixtures. We also wish to cover a range of
physiochemical properties, such as polarity, diﬀusivity,
viscosity, and dielectric constant. The list of solvents used in
this study is given in Table 1.
Experimental Conductivity Measurements. As we shall
see below, the computational screening leads to interesting
insights into the relative conductivity of ions in the solvents
given in Table 1, as well as the dependence of the conductivity
on solvent composition. These insights inspired a limited set of
experiments to evaluate the trends identiﬁed computationally,
which are also reported in this paper.
Experimental conductivity data were measured on a twoport 1/4″ Teﬂon Swagelok cell with the electrodes spaced 1.3
mm apart at 296.35 K. The electrodes were 1.6 mm diameter
Au disks embedded in PEEK as supplied by CHI Instruments.
The cell constant was calculated to be 6.56 cm−1, and the
constant as determined using a KCl standard solution was 6.54

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The scope of this study is much larger than our previous
study,68 and, to our knowledge, greater than anything in the
existing literature. We focused on the same variables (solvent
chemistries and mixture compositions) but greatly expanded
the size of the data set. We consider compositions in the range
0.1−0.95 mass fraction in increments of 0.05 for a total of 18
values compared to the previous four. A total of 22 solvents,
including the previously considered four, were included here
and grouped into ﬁve chemical families: nitriles, alcohols,
halocarbons, carbonyls, and glymes. This comprises 396
unique state points compared to the previous seven. The
parameter space explored here was infeasibly large to be
studied using the quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS)
experiments used before. Although computer simulations are
relatively inexpensive by comparison, accurately sampling of
the entire space requires managing hundreds of independent
simulations while treating each in as similar a manner as
possible. Even when great care is taken, some amount of
human error is inevitable; therefore, it is useful to automate
each step in the process: initializing a system, given its
chemical inputs, running equilibration and sampling simulations, and executing any number of analysis scripts. To
accomplish this, we used the signac framework,54,55 which
allows for the robust generation, simulation, and analysis of
each individual state point.
Ion Diﬀusivities. Bulk diﬀusivities were computed from
mean-squared displacements (MSDs) using the classical
Einstein relation, which for isotropic ﬂuid is
⟨(r(t ) − r(0))2 ⟩ → 6Dt as t → ∞

(2)

where r(t) is the position of the ion at time t, ⟨...⟩ indicates
ensemble average, and D is diﬀusivity. It is useful to evaluate
individual components of each system. Therefore, in addition
to the mixture as a whole, we consider the solvent, each ion,
and the overall ionic liquid as selections. We previously
isolated cation dynamics from our molecular dynamics
simulations because the QENS experiments exclusively track
the cations (the Tf2N anion has no hydrogens, but the BMIM
cation has several). For the case of BMIM-Tf2N, which was
used in both that study and this one, the cation and anion
exhibit nearly identical bulk diﬀusivities. Therefore, the cation,
anion, and overall ion dynamics can be interpreted
interchangeably with each other, though this relationship
should not be regarded as a general feature of ionic liquids.
Here, we will consider the overall ion dynamics.
Two diﬀusivities were computed for each selection: one
from an MSD of the entire 30 ns trajectory and another when
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slicing it into 20 sections, each 1.5 ns slice comprising a shorter
MSD, and averaging the diﬀusivities from each slice. This was
done to gather statistics on the sampling error for each
diﬀusivity. The two methods produce similar results and are
further discussed in the Supporting Information.
First, we revisit one of the two major conclusions of our
prior work, which is a monotonic increase in cation diﬀusivity
as the composition of solvent is increased. This result is
consistent with intuition, given the slow dynamics of neat ionic
liquids relative to the pure organic solvents, but the structural
and energetic complexity of these interactions should cast a
doubt on how strongly such physiochemical relationships
should hold. That being said, we observe, using our larger
parameter set, the same trend as before, summarized in Figure
1.

Figure 2. Ion diﬀusivity as a function of solvent polarity. Data points
are arranged from the top to the bottom in the order of increasing
ionic liquid composition. The dashed line indicates the ion diﬀusivity
of the neat ionic liquid.

to ion transport in ion liquid mixtures and in order to better
inform design of ionic liquid mixtures with enhanced transport
properties, other solvent properties must be considered.
Note that solvent polarity is only one solvent property;
others could be better predictors of the properties of the ionic
liquid-solvent mixtures. We ﬁrst chose to look at a simple
solvent property, molecular weight, for the possibility it
correlates better with ion diﬀusivity than polarity. Shown in
Figure 3, this relationship appears to be much stronger:

Figure 1. Ion diﬀusivity as a function of mixture composition. Error
bars are included as vertical lines, though many are smaller than the
width of the dots. Straight line segments are drawn connecting data
points with common solvents. A gray star is shown to indicate the
diﬀusivity of the neat ionic liquid.

It is worth noting that this trend is monotonic over the
entire composition range, and no plateaus or discontinuities
are observed. Given the tendency for many ionic liquids to
phase separate into nanostructural domains,76−78 this observation implies that the transition from dilute ions and/or ion
pairs to neat ionic liquids is smooth and lacks any
discontinuous transitions, that is, there is no critical
composition at which pairs move from dense ionic liquid
phases to dissociated ion pairs.
Next, we revisit the relationship between solvent polarity
and ion diﬀusivity that was the focus of our prior study.68
Previously, we considered acetonitrile, methanol, dichloromethane, and tetrahydrofuran and found that solvents with
greater solvent polarity produced mixtures that exhibited
greater ion diﬀusivity. A more rigorous summary of our larger
data set, which considers 22 solvents, is presented in Figure 2.
Although a general trend of increasing solvent polarity as a
function of dipole moment is observed for subsets of the data,
there exists no strong correlation when considering the entire
data set. Mixtures with acetonitrile (D = 3.92) exhibited the
largest diﬀusivity of all solvents, but mixtures with dimethyl
sulfoxide (D = 3.96) and propylene carbonate (D = 4.94) each
exhibited slower diﬀusivity than acetonitrile despite their
similar and higher molecular dipole moments, respectively.
Further, mixtures with methanol (D = 2.87 D) and acetone (D
= 2.91 D) exhibited high diﬀusivity with lower polarity. These
results imply that solvent polarity is not the only contribution

Figure 3. Ion diﬀusivity as a function of solvent molecular weight.
Data points are arranged from the top to the bottom in the order of
increasing ionic liquid composition. The dashed line indicates the ion
diﬀusivity of the neat ionic liquid.

solvents with greater molecular weight tend to produce
mixtures with slower ion diﬀusivity. Next, we investigated
the relationship between ion diﬀusivity and solvent diﬀusivity,
computed from pure solvent simulations. In Figure 4, we
observe a more robust trend between ion diﬀusivity Dion and
pure solvent diﬀusivity Dsolvent. Note that these solvent
diﬀusivities are extracted from independent simulations of
pure solvent, not the solvent component of the ionic liquid
mixture simulations. This result is intuitively reasonable;
sluggish ionic liquid molecules are more likely to exhibit
increased molecular diﬀusivity in an environment of molecules
with faster motion. The results are consistent with a Stokes−
Einstein picture of ion mobility. According to the Stokes−
Einstein theory, Dion should scale as the inverse of the solvent
viscosity ηsolvent, that is, Dion ≈ ηsolvent−1. However, liquid
diﬀusivity generally scales inversely with viscosity, so in
1343
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dynamics resulting from greater solvation and, by deﬁnition,
the decrease in ionic density that results in fewer charge
carriers: neat ionic liquids exhibit moderate conductivity;
however, in the limit of inﬁnite dilution, ion dynamics
approach bulk solvent dynamics, but the capacity to carry
charge is inherently lost. In most solvents, conductivity maxima
are observed near equimass compositions of ionic liquid and
solvent. Notable here is that acetonitrile-based mixtures exhibit
the greatest conductivity of any mixture over the entire range.
This implies that acetonitrile should remain a popular solvent
for electrochemical applications. However, these results
indicate the existence of viable alternatives if acetonitrile is
to be avoided.
These conclusions from computational screening were
evaluated by, and supported by, experimental conductivity
measurements. A comparison between simulation predictions
and experimental results for a subset of the studied solvents is
presented in Figure 6. We selected acetone, dichloromethane,

Figure 4. Ion diﬀusivity as a function of pure solvent diﬀusivity. Data
points are arranged from the top to the bottom in the order of
increasing ionic liquid composition. The dashed line indicates the ion
diﬀusivity of the neat ionic liquid.

particular for these solvents, Dsolvent ≈ ηsolvent−1, thus leading to
Dion ≈ Dsolvent, as we observe from the simulation results.
Conductivity. Last, we consider the conductivities of these
mixtures and investigate how they are aﬀected by solvent
properties. In accordance with previous works, we estimate the
conductivity by using the ideal ionic conductivity as a proxy.
This can be computed from known values via the Nernst−
Einstein (NE) equation
σNE =

N
(q 2D+ + q−2D−)
kBVT +

(3)

where N is the number of ion pairs, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
V is the volume of the system, T is absolute temperature, and
q+, q− and D+, D− are the molecular charges and diﬀusivities of
the positive and negative ions, respectively. This is known to
not accurately describe the ionic conductivity at a quantitative
level79,80 because it does not take into account ion association,
but is a suﬃcient approximation to use for the purpose of
qualitatively evaluating trends and is commonly employed in
the literature.81−83
A summary of the relationship between ionic conductivity
and mixture compositions is presented in Figure 5. In
agreement with prior works, including our own,68 the
maximum conductivity is observed at intermediate compositions. This is due to the counterplay between faster ion

Figure 6. Comparison between simulation predictions (solid lines)
and experimental measurements (dashed lines) of the ionic
conductivity of select mixtures as a function of composition.

and methanol, which were among the solvents that produced
mixtures with the highest conductivity. The trends observed in
the experiment are consistent with our simulation results: a
moderate composition of approximately 0.4−0.6 mass fraction
ionic liquid produces mixtures with the highest conductivity. In
addition, the relative conductivity of BMIM-Tf2N in acetone,
dichloromethane, and methanol at low mass fractions, derived
from the computational studies, σinacetone > σinmethanol >
σindichloromethane is also seen experimentally. Interestingly, in
the simulations, there is a crossover from σinacetone > σinmethanol
to σinacetone < σinmethanol occurring at an ionic liquid mass
fraction of 0.4; the experiments also suggest a similar crossover,
though occurring at higher mass fraction.

■

CONCLUSIONS
A scalable screening approach was used to explore a portion of
the chemical space of mixtures of ionic liquids and organic
solvents. Relationships between mixture behavior and pure
solvent properties were explored, building on our prior results
and understanding developed by other papers. Consistent with
our and others’ previous work and chemical intuition,
increasing the composition of a solvent in these mixtures
monotonically increases the diﬀusivity of the ionic liquid. We
also revisited a relationship between ionic liquid diﬀusivity and
solvent polarity. We previously reported a positive relationship

Figure 5. Ideal ionic conductivity as a function of ionic liquid
composition. Ideal ionic conductivity is highest at intermediate ionic
liquid compositions.
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between these properties, but the screening study based on
many more simulations presented here better informs this
relationship. Considering 16 solvents, this trend is not
observed, and this correlation is not clear. Instead, we ﬁnd a
strong correlation between ionic liquid diﬀusivity and pure
solvent diﬀusivity. We also investigated the relationship
between mixture composition and conductivity and observed
maxima at intermediate concentrations typically in the range of
0.4−0.5 ionic liquid mass fraction. Experimental conductivity
measurements on a subset of our selected solvents show similar
behavior, with maxima near 0.5 mass fraction.
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